
08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 01101120081008/3012010 

Date Procedure Result NR# Insp. 
112412008 06DOI K 0001-2008-10522 

Regs Cited: 416. 2(b)(I),416.2(b)(2),416.2(b)(3),416.2(b)(4),314. 6 

At approximentlylOOOam while perfonning PBIS 06001 I observed 
I-Shipping platfonn was cracked and broken on surface 
2-Rust on Handle to cooler door by inspection table 
3-door to suspect pen broken 
4-rust on large cooler door handle 
5-lnsect light was rusted out 
Inedible room 
6- rust behind heater inside kill room 
7-customer restroom on shipping dock has exposed electrical wiring 

Appeal 
Shift (Yes) 
I 

Reported To 
Henry Kahn, President 

( 

Company President Henry Kohn #8850 has been served with written notice and shown non-compliance observations 

Failure to comply with regulatory requirements could lead to further administrative actions 

Violations 316.BI,2,3,4 

(b) Construction. (I) Establishment 
buildings, including their structures, 
rooms, and compartments must be of 
sound construction, be kept in good repair, 
and be of sufficient size to allow 
for processing, handling, and storage of 
product in a manner that does not result 
in product adulteration or the creation 
of unsanitary conditions. 
(2) Walls, floors, and ceilings within 
establishments must be built of durable 
materials impervious to moisture 
and be cleaned and sanitized as necessary 
to prevent adulteration of product 
or the creation of unsanitary conditions. 
(3) Walls, floors, ceilings, doors, windows, 
and other outside openings must 
be constructed and maintained to prevent 
the entrance of vermin, such as 
flies, rats, and mice. 
(4) Rooms or compartments in which 
edible product is processed, handled, or 
stored must be separate and distinct 
from rooms or compartments in which 
inedible product is processed, handled, 
or stored, to the extent necessary to 
prevent product adulteration and 
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Date Procedure 
212512008 06DOI 

Regs Cited:416.2(a) 

Result 
L 

08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 01/01/200810 08/30/2010 

NR# 
0002-2008-8151 

Insp. 
Appeal 

Shift (Yes) 
I 

Open 
(Y§l Link Reported To 

Henry Kahn, President 

On 02-25-2008 at 1345 while perfonning task 0600 I found noncompliance in sman dry storage room located across from 
main office, dust on walls, dust on boxes, debris on floor, dirt paper towel on floor, door to dry storage room need lock, 
accumulation of old rusted barrel along back fence across from pen number one, parking lot and driveway found with 
excess pot holes. Dry storage room rejected and tag with USDA retained tag # 834350286. Mr. Henry Kohn was notified 
of all noncompliance ,violation of his SSOP and infonned of his rights. This document serves as written notification that 
your failure to comply with requirement could result in additional regulatory or administrative action. This noncompliance 
report serves as official notification that est. 8850 is in violation of USDA, FSIS regulation .. 0416.1 General rules. 
Each official establishment must be 
operated and maintained in a manner 
sufficient to prevent the creation of insanitary 
conditions and to ensure that 
product is not adulterated. 
[64 FR 56417, Oct. 20, 1999] 
0416.2 Establishment grounds and facilities. 
(a) Grounds and pest control. The 
grounds about an establishment must 
be maintained to prevent conditions 
that could lead to insanitary conditions, 
adulteration of product, or interfere 
with inspection by FSIS program 
employees. Establishments must have 
in place a pest management program to 
prevent the harborage and breeding of 
pests on the grounds and within establishment 
facilities. Pest control substances 
used must be safe and effective 
under the conditions of use and not be 
applied or stored in a manner that will 
result in the adulteration of product or 
the creation of insanitary._c"-o",n",d",it",io,,,n=s,,-. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ 

212712008 0lC02 

Regs Cited:416.2(d) 

C 0003-2008-8151 I Henry Kahn, President 

While perfonning PBIS 0 I C02 at 11: 15 on 02-27-2008 , I observed condensation in large cooler leaking on carcass and 
cooler fan flow condensation .Twenty two carcass was retained due to adulteration of product from condensation. An 
carcass was retained and tagged with USDA tag number B 34350320.Mr. Henry Kohn was notified that this is in direct 
violation of his SSOP which requires the establishment implement the procedure specified in their SSOP.Establishment is 
in violation of regulation 9CFR 416.2d and 416.15 .Cooler was also rejected with tag number 34350317 so the cooler 
ceiling could be wipe down for condensation .This document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with 
regulatory could result in additional regulatory action being taken. Product reworked/trimmed and cooler ceiling wipe dry, 
both released after hour downtime. 

• 212712008 06DOI K 0004-2008-8151 I Henry Kahn, President 

Regs Cited:416.3(a),416.4(b) 

On 02-27-2008 at 1145 while performing task 06001,1 odservered fan that was located in large cooler with duct covering 
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Date Procedure 
212712008 06DOI 

08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 01/01/2008 to 08/3012010 

NR# Insp. 
0004-2008-8151 (continued) 

Appeal 
Shift (Yes) 

Open 
(Yes) Link Reported To 

the fan blade ,two heater located on kill room rusted, overhead rails starting to rusty . Mr. Henry Kohn ,verbally 
acknowledged tome that he did not discover any sanitary non-compliance .After reviewing condition of the rusty heater and 
railing both party agree their was no loose rust so non- compliance was schedule for weekend repair and rust removal .Fan 
in large was cleaned immediately. Mr. .Henry Kohn was notified that this is in direct violation of his SSOP which states 
that . This document serves as written notification that your 
failure to complx with requirement could result in additional re~latorycco .... r-,a::dm=i::.:no::is::.:tra=ti..:.ve::..::acti=·o:::n:.;... _________ _ 

212812008 01802 C 0005-2008-8151 1 Henry Kahn, President 

Regs Cited:416.4(a),416.4(b) 

On 02-28-20 at 0730 while performing task 0 1802, I observed non- compliance in boning room, one packing table under 
surface was blood and dry fat, walls behind boning table with meat trimmings, walls in break down room with blood stains, 
one table with meat trimming on legs. And cutting broad imbedded with excessive cuts in the broad surface, Mr .. Henry 
Kohn was notified that this is in direct violation of his SSOP which states  

 document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with requirement could result in 
additional regulatoT)' or administrative action. 

312012008 03)01 

Regs Cited:417.5(a)(3) 

E 0006-2008-8151 1 03120 Henry Kahn, President 

On 3/20/08 at approximately 0900 hours while performing the recordkeeping component of the 03JOI procedure, I 
reviewed the slaughter HACCP plan and records for CCP I and CCP2. The following noncompliance was noted: I) CCPI 
Carcass Inspection (zero tolerance for milk, ingesta and feces) identifies only carcasses and variety meat, not the head meat. 
Variety meat by definition includes the heart, tongue and liver, not head meat. Also, the monitoring procedure  

It does not give every carcass equal opportunity for being selected. 
There is no supporting documentation for the selection of the monitoring frequency as per 4 I 7 .5( a)(2). CCPI is not 
designed to ensure all product meets the CCP critical limit for zero tolerance as per 417.2(c)(6). 2) CCPI monitoring record 

does not include the actual time zero tolerance monitoring as per 417.5(a)(3) 
(b) nor does it identity the slaughter production lot #. The record under lot# shows individual owner names on multiple 
days. In actuality, the production lot is based on an entire days production which is not clearly portrayed in the records as 
per 417.5(a)(3). 3) CCPI monitoring records do not record results for "0" tolerance in actual values as per 417.5(a)(3). 4) 
The CCP2 monitoring procedure does not identity all product treated with the antimicrobial spray. The monitoring 
procedure states  CCPl and CCP2 monitoring procedures fail 
to meet 417.2(b)(1) and (c)(4). 5)

 There are 
no procedures for measuring the mixing of the solution, and the verification procedure monitors the PPM of the 
antimicrobial spray solution  using 

The design of the monitoring procedure does not meet requirements of 417.2(c)(4) to monitor the actual 
quantifiable values as per 417.5(a)(3). 6) CCP monitoring records indicate monitoring  but there is only one 
set of initials as per 417/5(a)(3). 7) form does not identity verification 
procedures performed for direct observation of monitoring, review of records at the prescribed frequency, nor does it 
include the date, time and initials of the verifier as per 417.5(a)(3). 8) 

 
 The records document the testing of spray solution  but this would be a verification procedure 

in addition to the requirements in 417.4(a)(2)(i)(ii)(iii). This is the only verification recorded for CCP therefore the 
requirements of 417.5(a)(3) are not met.Mr. Henry Kohn was notified of all noncompliance and informed of his rights. This 
document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with requirement could result in additional regulatory or 
administrative action. 
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l 

I>ate Procedure 
312012008 03J01 

Result 
E 

08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 0110112008 to 08/3012010 

NR# Insp. 
0006-2008-8151 (continued) 

Appeal 
Shift (Yes) 

312112008 03J02 E 0007-2008-8151 1 

Regs Cited:417.2(c)(4),417.5(a)(I),417.5(a)(3) 

ON 03-21-2008 while performing 01302 found noncompliance in reordkeeping 

Open 
(Yes) Link Reported To 

Henry Kohn, President 

The HACCP plan Hazard Analysis does not identify all hazards in the slaughter process as per 417.2(a)(3)(ii). Specifically, 
E. coli 0157:H7 is not identified as a hazard which is reasonably likely to occur as published in the Federal Register Notice 
in 2002. The notice presented new scientific information on the prevalence of E. coli 0 157:H7 in beef slaughter operations 
which the agency determined is a hazard reasonably likely to occur in the slaughter process. Establishment we're to reassess 
their HACCP plans based on this new information. In addition the Hazard Analysis 

step introduces 
controlled through the SSOP. 

 
as per 31 0.22( e) or provide adequate identification of age of cattle. The hazard analysis 

does not provide supporting documentation for the determinations as per 417.5(a)(1) & (2) and it can not be determined the 
HACCP plan meets regulatory requirements therefore the HACCP system may be inadequate .. Mr. Henry Kohn was 
notified of all noncompliance and informed of his rights. This document serves as written notification that your failure to 
comp])' with requirement could result in additional regulatof)'--,0ccr-=a=dm=in:.::i:.::.stra=t::.iv:..:e=-:a:::c"tJ",·o",n,,-. _____________ _ 

1111412008 01C02 C 0015-2008-7636  I Henry Kohn, President 

Regs Cited:416.3(a),416.4(a) 

At approximately 1016 hours, after returning from the establishments scheduled morning break, I noticed the sanitizer, 
located on the right side of the head washing cabinet on the kill floor, had been unplugged and was not up to it's proper 
operating temperature of degrees. I informed the plant manager Mr. Henry Kohn. The sanitizer was immediately 
plugged back in, and the employees and T used the hand saw sanitizer located on the left side of the head wash cabinet until 
the other sanitizer was brought up to proper operating temperature. While reviewing the establishments Operating 
Sanitation Procedures I discovered there was no minimal operating temperatures listed for utensil sanitizers, only for the 
backbone splitting saw. I informed Mr. Kohn that the information was not included in the establishments SSOP procedures 
book. This document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with regulatory requirement(s) could result in 
additional regulatory or administrative action. 

611712008 06D01 

Regs Cited:416.2(a) 

L 0012-2008-8/5/ 1 Henry Kohn, President 

On 06117/08, at 0820 hours while performing unscheduled  T observed the following non-
compliance: . 
Located outside Live Animal Holding Pen # I: 
4 barrels with 3/4 full of trash debris and standing stagnant water. This is a violation of9 CFR 416.2. Notified Mr. Henry 
Kohn. This document serves as written nonfiction that your failure to comply with regulatory requirement(s) could result in 
additional regulatory or administrative action. 

312112008 03C02 E 0008-2008-8/51  Henry Kohn, President 

Regs Cited:417.2(c)(6),4/7.5(b) 
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Date Procedure 
312112008 03C02 

Result 
E 

08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 01101/2008 to 08/3012010 

NR# Insp. 
0008-2008-8151 (continued) 

Appeal 
Shift (Yes) 

On 03-21-2008 whlile performing procdure 03C02 found noncompliance 

Open 
lYru Link Reported To 

HACCP plan has only one CCP   
 

 The CCP is not designed to control hazards reasonably likely 
to occur during the fabrication process. Zero tolerance is a hazard in typically controlled in the slaughter process where it is 
introduced through the dressing procedures. This design of this CCP does not meet regulatory requirement of 417 .2( a)( I ) 
and (b)(I). The hazard analysis at the s step determined no significant biological hazard. The 
justification states  

 

Lab reports indicated samples submitted are only analyzed for Generic E. coli not E. coli 0157:H7. The 
hazard analysis does not reference a prerequisite program for supplier purchase specifications. In practice they are 
following a prerequisite program identified as " which states "On 4/24/2003, 

 has reviewed and done a reassessment on incoming product. All suppliers must prior to shipping 
submit a Letter of Guarantee and explain their intervention process step to ensure product safety standards are met. This 
establishment will also do quarterly random sponge testing on incoming fresh meats to evaluate HACCP techniques of 
suppliers are acceptable. Ifnot acceptable results then action will be taken, such as, vendor contact, letter of violation, and 
finally suspension of product acceptance. The beef suppliers letters of guarantee identifYing validated interventions include 

, , 
, , and The establishment has received COA for E. 

coli 0157:H7 from suppliers of boxed beef including  Multi portions, and Springfield Meat. The lab 
analysis from Springfield Meats is questionable since some results indicate E. coli pos agglutination 0157; but most indicate 
results as E. coli <0.05 cfulcm which is Generic E. coli. Also,  lab analysis indicated Generic E. coli 
results not 0157. There is no other supporting documentation for in-plant testing, 3rd party audits or a validated 
intervention in their process to control E. coli 0157:H7 in the raw not ground process as per 417.5(a)(l) & (2). It can not 
be determined if HACCP plan meets regulatory requirements as per 417.2 therefore the HACCP system may be inadequate. 
Mr. Henry Kohn was notified of all noncompliance and informed of his rights. This document serves as written notification 
that your failure to comply with requirement could result in additional regulatory or administrative action. This 
noncomIJliance reIJort serves as official notification that est. 8850 is in violation of USDA, FSIS regtl,=la'-"ti"'o"'n ______ ~ 

712212008 01802 

Regs Cited:416.4(b) 

C 0013-2008-8151 I Henry Kahn, President 

At aprox. 0746 while performing ISP Task 0 I B02 on the kill floor I observed the following: the employee hand wash sink 
to have residue film and dirty paper towels from previous day. Tagged with tag # B39823706. Notified Henry Kohn 
immediately. EmIJloyee cleaned. Sink re-insIJected and released. This is a violation of The Meat and Poult!)' InsIJection Act. 

41912008 06DOI 

Regs Cited:416.3(a) 

K 0009-2008-8151 I Henry Kahn, President 

On 04-09-2008 at 0835 while performing task 06D01 found noncompliance in killing room, top tray to gut wagon found 
with loose welding ,head shower,and two sterilizer also found with loose welding,. Found wall in back storage room 
located cross from kill cracklbroken. Mr. Henry Kohn was notified of all noncompliance and informed of his rights. This 
document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with requirement could result in additional regulatory or 
administrative action. This noncompliance report serves as official notification that est. 8850 is in violation of USDA, FSIS 
regulation 

Past Similar NRs - Previous Ineffective Plant Actions: k 
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08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 0110 J 12008 to 08/30120 J 0 

Date Procedure Result NR# Insp. 
41912008 06DOI K 0009-2008-8151 (continued) 

NR: 4-2008 dated 2/2712008; NR: 1-2008 dated 1124/2008 

Appeal 
Shift (Yes) 

412112008 01 B02 

Regs Ciled:416.3(a) 

D 0010-2008-8151 I 

Open 
(Yes) Link Reported To 

Henry Kohn, President 

On 04/21/2008 at approx. 0730 hours while perfonning ISP procedure code 01 B02 in the establishments processing room, I 
observed meat particles and bone dust from previous days production inside the lower chamber of the band saw located in 
the processing room. Regulatory control action was taken with rejecting the fore mentioned piece of equipment with reject 
tag #B39823798. Notified Mr. Henry Kohn immediately. Employee removed band saw from production area to outside and 
cleaned. I re-inspected and released the piece of equipment. 
This document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with regulatory requirement(s) could result in 
additional re~lato!)' or administrative action. 

713112008 06DOI 

Regs Ciled:416.2(a) 

L 00/4-2008-8151 1 Henry Kohn, President 

At 0840 hours while perfonning unscheduled ISP task 06001, I observed the following outside the building which houses 
the main office, USDA office and the employee welfare facilities. Observed as follows: 
I.Behind the building along the fence are weeds as high as the building roof. This provides harborage for rodents and pest. 
2. Also on the side and behind the building are numerous empty bottles, plates, paper towels and food containers thrown all 
over the ground. 

In the area of the hide house the following was observed: 
I. The refueling area has equipment that is not being used, numerous tarps, fencing and other misc. items around the tank. 
This also provides harborage for rodents and pest. 

In the pump house area the following was observed: 
I. Fan, wood, hoses and misc items laying all over. 
This is a violation of9 CFR 416.2 (a) of The Meat and Inspection Act. 
This document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with regulatory requiretment(s) could result in 
additional regulatory or administrative actions. 

Past Similar NRs - Previous Ineffective Plant Actions: Failing to maintain property. 

NR: 12-2008 dated 6/1712008 

611612008 04C02 

Regs Cited:313.2 

1 00//-2008-8151 I Henry Kohn, President 

As per instructed by Dr  On Monday, June 16,2008, during odd-hour inspection, and between 0630 to 0730 
hours Dr.  did observe the following non -compliance's at est 8850 
Pen # 1- contained cattle, sheep and goat co-mingled. The water tub was completely empty. 
Pen #2- 2 bulls were in two single stall's, no water available. 
The condition of the pen floors were very wet. 
The animals were received at the establishment during the night. Dr. tated that water was given to the animals as 
soon as the employees arrived to work and that the sheep and goat were put into the pen wiith the remaining sheep and goat. 
Dr otified Mr. Henry Kohn of this non-compliance. This is a direct violation of9 CFR 313.2 (e). 

This document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with regulatory requirement(s) could result in 
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lJate Procedure 
611612008 04C02 

Result 
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08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 01101/2008 to 08/3012010 

Appeal Open 
NR# Insp. Shift O:':.§) (Yes) Link Reported To 
00 JI-2008-8151 (continued) 

additional re@latol)' or administrative action. 

211312009 06DOI 

Regs Cited:416.2(e)(3) 

K 0001-2009-7636 I Henry Kohn, President 

At approximately 0800 hours, while performing post mortem in'spection on the viscera of the fIrst carcass of the day, I 
noticed a continuous mist falling directly on me from a pipe attached to the ceiling. Although this is not creating insanitary 
conditions or a contamination problem the pipe is leaking directly above the gut cart inspection area located between the 
head inspection rack and the inspection ladder. FSIS Regulation 416.2(e)(3) states plumbing systems must be installed and 
maintained. This document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with regulatory requirement(s) could 
result in additional re@latOlY-,o"-r-=a-=dm=in=is",tr:.:a:.::ti:.:.v.:..e-=act=:.:io=n:c-. _______________________ _ 

211312009 06DOl 

Regs Cited:416.2(c) 

J 0002-2009-7636 1 Henry Kohn, President 

While performing inspection duties, I observed that we could not plug in the utensil sanitizer located on the right side of the 
head wash cabinet. 1J0ing so shorted out the 3 flourecent overhead lights located directly above the head inspection rack. 
The sanitizer had to be unplugged and the hand saw sanitizer located directly to the left of the head wash cabinet was used. 
The equipment must be maintained and in proper operating condition. FSIS Regulation 4 J 6.2(c) states; lighting of good 
quality and suffIcient intensity must be maintained. 
This document serves as written notifIcation that your failure to comply with regulatory requirement(s) could result in 
additional re~latory or administrative action. 

61912009 0lB02 

Regs Cited:416.3(a) 

C 0003-2009-7636 I H~nry Kohn, President 

At approximately 0730 hours while performing task code 01 B02 Pre-Operational Sanitation in the break down room, 
located next to boning room, the following non compliance was found, walls in break down cooler and floors had dry fat 
and blood stains from day before operation, packing table on top surface found with blood stains and bloody gloves. Table 
and cooler was rejected and tagged. With USIJA tag number B38629043 , reinspected was done at 0745 hours and found 
acceptable, and release after 20 minutes downtime.Mr. Henry Kohn was informed of all noncompliance and failure to meet 
the Meat and Poultry Regulations,9CFR 416 ,as well as the establishment to comply with their SSOP ,also advised of his 
right to appeal this decision as delineated by 306.5 and 381.35 of9CFR. This document serves as written notification that 

~your failure to comply with re@latoryrequirement (s) could result in additional regulatol)' or administrative action. 

812112009 06DOl 

Regs Cited:416.2(b)(2) 

K 0004-2009-7636 I ifenry Kohn, President 

At approximately 1030 hours while performing un schedule task code 061J0 I the following non compliance was found, 
floor in the boning room broken ,freezer door handle rusty, sliding cooler doors rusty overhead, two heaters in the killing 
room rusty on the back side, door to heater room rusted out , door to inedible cooler rusty and all lockers in break room 
rusty .Mr. Henry Kohn was informed of all noncompliance and failure to meet the Meat and Poultry Regulations,9CFR 
416,as well as the establishment to comply with their SSOP,also advised of his right to appeal this decision as delineated 
by 306.5 and 381.35 of 9CFR. This document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with regulatory 
requirement (s) could result in additional re~latol)'c..o"'r-'a:::dm=in:.::io=.stra==tc..iv-=e-=a:.::ct=io"'n"'. ________________ _ 

101231200906D01 

Regs Cited:416.2(b)(2) 

K 0005-2009-7636 I Henry Kohn, President 
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08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 0110112008 to 08/3012010 
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[)ate Procedure NR# Insp. 

Appeal 
Shift (Yes) (Yes) Link Reported To 

/012312009 06DOI 0005-2009-7636 (continued) 

At approximately 0930 hours on 09-23-09 while performing un schedule task code 06[)01 the following non compliance 
was found, panel in freezer loose, light rusty in hook room, window in the inedible room mold inside window panes, rusty 
wheels on hand trucks and pull carts, all trucks have rusty tail gates and one trucks have broken wall panel .Mr. Henry 

,Kohn was informed of all noncompliance and failure to meet the Meat and Poultry Regulations,9CFR 416 ,as well as the 
establishment to comply with their SSOP,also advised of his right to appeal this decision as delineated by 306.5 and 381.35 
of9CFR. This document serves as written notification that your failure to comply with regulatory requirement (s) could 
result in additional regulatory or administrative action. 

Past Similar NRs - Previous Ineffective Plant Actions: I 

NR: 4-2009 dated 8f2I12009 

121171200903C02 C 0006-2009-7636 1 Henry Kahn, President 

Regs Cited:417.5(a)(3),417.4(a)(2)(i),417.4(a)(2)(iii) 

A comprehensive review of the establishment's food safety system was conducted and the following was observed in the 
Raw, Not Ground HACCP plan. 
"The monitoring procedures are not being performed as described. The establishment is  

 The wall mounted thermocouples are not 
continuous monitoring devices that document readings. the establishment could not provide ongoing verification activities 
conducted for thermocouples." 
"The monitoring procedures are not being performed at the frequencies specified.  is being 
recorded per cooler. The establishment has , designated as raw and finished." 
"The verification activity "review of records generated and maintained in accordance with 9 CFR 417.5(a)(3)" is not being 
conducted. ' 
The aforementioned does not comply with the regulatory requirements of9 CFR 417.4(a)(2)(i)(iii) and 417.5(a)(3). 
A meeting was held with Mr. Henry Kohn where he was informed of the noncompliances. Mr. Kohn advised FSIS that a 
reassessment of this plan would be conducted. 

121171200903C02 E 0007-2009-7636  1 Henry Kahn, President 

Regs Cited:417.2(c),417.2(c)(6),417.5(a)(I),417.5(a)(2),417.5(a)(3),417.2(c)(7),417.2(a)(2) 

A comprehensive review of the establishment's food safety system was conducted. The flow diagram, for the Raw, Not 
Ground HACCP program in place, was compared to the actual product flow during several tours ofthe facility. The 
following was observed: 
The establishment does not indicate the disposition process step after  process step. 
This does not comply with the regulatory requirements of 9 CFR 417.2(a)(2). 
In the HACCP Plan and records, for the following was observed: 

 However, the hand held thermometers, which are not identified in the monitoring procedures, are calibrated and 
used to monitor the cooler temperatures as well. Management has indicated that the hand held thermometers are placed side 
by side the thermocouples in the cooler and the temperature is recorded. 
"The frequencies for the review of records generated and maintained in accordance with <> CFR 417 .5( a)(3), are not listed. 
"The record used to document the monitoring and verification activities is identified as The actual 
record being utilized by the establishment is  

This does not comply with the regulatory requirements of9 CFR 417.2(c)(6)(7). 
At the time of the review, the following was not available or could be provided by the establishment: 
"Supporting documentation for the initial validation for the CCP" 
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Date Procedure 
121171200903C02 

Result 
E 

08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 0110112008 to 08/3012010 

NR# Insp. 
0007-2009-7636 (continued) 

Appeal 
Shift (Yes) 

"Decision-making documents associated with the selection of the CCP" 

Reported To 

"Documents supporting the monitoring and verification procedures and frequencies listed in the HACCP plan for all CCP's" 
This does not comply with the regulatory requirements of9 CFR417.4(a)(I) and 417.5(a)(1)(2)(3) 
A meeting was held with Mr. Henry Kohn where he was informed of the noncompliances. Mr. Kohn advised FSIS that a 
reassessment of this plan would be conducted. 

121171200903JOI C 0008-2009-7636 1 

Regs Cited:417.2(c),417.2(c)(6),417.5(a)(3),417.4(a)(2)(ii),417.2(a)(2) 

12118 Henry Kahn, President 

A FSA was conducted at the establishment. The flow diagrams, for the Beef, Lamb and Goat and Pig Slaughter HACCP 
programs in place, were compared to the actual product flow during several tours of the facility: The following was 
observed: 

This does not comply with the regulatory requirements of9 CFR 417.2(c)(4)(6)(7), 417.4(a)(2)(ii) and9 CFR 417.2(a)(2). 
At the time of the review, the following was not available or could be provided: 
Supporting documentation for the initial validation and monitoring/verification procedures/frequencies listed for all CCP's, 
Decision-making documents associated with the selectionof all CCP's. 
Mr. Hen!)' Kohn was notified of all noncomJl:.::h:.::·an==ce;::s,,-. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ 
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The reQuest for this information is voluntary. It is needed 10 mon~cr defec1s found in this inspection system. k i. used by FSIS to delermine whether 
eSlabiishmenlsare in compliance. 9 CFR 301 and 9 CFR 381. FORM APPROVED OMS No. 0583-0089. OMS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: Public 
reponing bUrden for tIlis COllection of inforrnatJon Is eslimaled to average 7 minutes per response. includlnglhe time for revieWing instructions. searching 
existing data sources. gatheri'1l and mairdaining the data needed. and completing and reviewing \he colleClian of infcnnation. Send comments regarding tIlis 
burden eStimate or any elher.&peeI of1l1i& coI1ediOn of information. including sugges1ions for reducing 1I11s burden. Ix> Department of AgricUlture. Cleatance 
OffICer. OIRM. Room 404-W. WashirQlDn. DC 20250: and tothe Office oIlnIormatiOn and Regula1!!rt Allain;, Offioe of Management and Sudget. 

US Departmcnl of Agriculture TYPE OF NONCOMPLIANCE 

FOOD ~~;~ci':~.:'~i~~~:RVlCE I1S Food Safety 0 Other Consumer Protection 

1. DATE 

06/2512010 
4. TO (Name BJld Title) 

henry kohn, president 

2. RECORD NO. 

0005·2010-11784 

-----------------------
6. RELEVANT REGULA TION(S) 

314.7; 416.2(a) 

7. SECTION/PAGE OF EST. PROCEDURE PLAN T HACCP 

3. ESTABLI!>HMENTNO. 

08850 M {I 

S. PERSONNEL NOTIFIED 

henry kohn 

SSOP OTHER 

8. ISPCODE 

06001 

~. NONCOMPUANCE CLASSIFICATION INDICATORS 

FACILITY - Outside Premises -------
10. DESCRIPTION OF NONCOMPLIANCE 

At 0930 hours, I observed great mass's of rnagets on the dirty frocks in the green soiled frock bin. Due to the high temps 
and the frocks being soiled with previous days blood, fat and particles of meat, numerious fiys aYe using the frocks and the 
bin as a harboring nest. Discussed this with Mr. Kohn and representive who carne at the time to retrieve the soiled 
gamtents. Mr. Kobn states that until the new building with the new procedure for soiled laundry is buih and in place, that 
the employees will put each days dirty frocks in a plastic bag and tie it shut as to reduce the possibability of fly's layng eggs 
on the gannents. Each day 3 new bag will be available for the employees. No product involved. Area cleaned. 

~ .. -
II. SIGNATURE OF INSPECTION PROGRAM EMPLOYEE 

You are hereby advised a/yoJl." right to op~al 'his decision Q$ delineared by 306.5 and/or 38/.15 of9 CFR.. 

13. PLANT MANAGEMENT RESPONSE (further planned aC1ion(s)}: 

r'\"'l 

)~;,\: 
'. 

~-~~ .. =-_ __'._~'_"_, ..... _~ ___ ..... _ .. ,.,......".... _. __ ._" __ r= ___ . __ ._ • __ . " _"""""~,_ ..... ~< .• -==, .... ~~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ ... :....::...:..c 

Jhil doc.meal serves as written 1!~'"tIon that yo.r failure to comply wiCb regulatory requiremcat(1) could usalt 10 addltioaal TegUlalory or administrative .clloIL 

.ISi'DAUi ' 
1"'ilf"Y{"C:>' 
'~- ;' • oJ' 

~i-J7~ 
~ .....;·l-·( 0 

.:>""""'--------------------------'------_._---

ted(7/98) 
DlSTRlBtrrlON: Orig;naI &. 1 Copy to Eslablishment, ~ Copy to lnspcctor 
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Date Procedure 
311512010 06DOI 

Regs Cited:416.2(c) 

Result 
J 

08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 01101/2008 to 08/3012010 

NR# Insp. Shift 
0003-2010-/4732 1 

Appeal Open 
~ (Yes) Link Reported To 

henrykohn 

After perfonning pre-operational sanitation inspection at 7;30am, I observed the following inadequate lighting non
compliance. In the livestock holding area at pen # I, the largest pen, I observed three overhead lights that were inoperable. 
I immediately notified the Owner, H. Kohn, concerning the lack of lighting in pen # I. I was still able to perfonn anti
mortem inspection because there was adequate sunlight to observe the mostly beef cows in this pen. This non-compliance 
report serves as official notification that Est. 8850 is in violation of their own General Miscellaneous Procedures last signed 
by H. Kohn and dated on 5-28-08 that states; 

They are also in violation of 
USDA, FSIS Regulation 9CFR 416.2( c) that states; 
Sec. 416.2 Establishment grounds and facilities. 

(c) Light. Lighting of good quality and sufficient intensity to ensure that sanitary conditions are maintained and that 
product is not adulterated must be provided in areas where food is processed, handled, stored, or examined; where 

. equipment and utensils are cleaned; and in 
hand-washing areas, dressing and loc.ker rooms, and toilets. 

Past Similar NRs - Previous Ineffective Plant Actions; Maintenance of light fixtures. 
NR; 2-2010 dated 2/26/2010 

211512010 06DOI 

Regs Cited:416.2(a) 

K 0001-2010-11852 1 Henry Kahn, President 

On February 15,2010 At Approximately 10;10 wile perfonning Task code 01C02. Operational Sanitation. I was walking 
into to the kill floor, from the inedible room, I noticed the left hand door, the window was broken the plexiglass is 
shattered. 

I immediately notified the plant owner Mr. Henry Kohn. 

This noncompliance is the establishment failure to comply with Sanitation Perfonnance Standard 416(b) States; (1) 
Establishment buildings, including their structures, rooms and compartments must be of sound construction, be kept in 
good repair, and be of sufficient size to allow for processing, handling, and storage of product in a manner that does not 
result in product adulteration or creation of insanitary conditions. 
There are no similar NRs this year. 

This NR serves as a written documation that your failure to comply with the regulatory requirements(s) could lead to 
additional regulatory or administrative actions. 
You have a right to a£peal this NR b)',--'3::.c0:.::6"'.5ccan=dI:...:o:.:cr-=.3.=.8.:-=1.=c35=-=-of"'9ccC=-:F:...::R-::. _________________ _ 

212612010 06DOI 

Regs Cited: 4 1 6.1 

J 0002-2010-12154 1 henrykohn 

On 02/26/2010 at 07:45 while doing a 01 BOlcheck list of the pre-operational done by Mr Henry Kohn I obsered the 
following noncompliance the light near the south side of the head washing station was not working this does not effect the 
inspection of the Beef and swine heads.In the ssop general miscellaneous procdures part (1) states all overhead fixtures and 
bulbs will be checked daily,inoperable bulbs will be replaced as needed and fixtures will be kept free of dust and rust.l 
infonned Mr Kohn of this noncompliance.and the failure to meet 9 CFR 416.1 and 416.2 (c) 

511312010 06DOI 

Regs Cited:314.3 

L 0004-2010-11784  1 henrykohn 
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Date Procedure 
511312010 06DOI 

Result 
L 

08850 M NR Summary 
For Period: 01/0112008 to 08/3012010 

Appeal Open 
NR# Insp. Shift (Yes) (Yes) Link Reported To 
0004-2010-1/784 (continued) 

At aprox. 1040 hours, I observed inedible barrels being removed from kill floor without properly applying denature. This is 
a violation of regulation 314.3 
I notified Mrs. and Mr. Kohn, owners. 
They instructed the employee to apply the denature and assured me all inedible materials will be handled as per regulations. 
Corrected immediatelyc:.. _________________________________ _ 

612512010 06DOI L 0005-2010-11784 I henrykohn 

Regs Cited:4 16. 2(a), 3 14. 7 

At 0930 hours, I observed great mass's of magets on the dirty frocks in the green soiled frock bin. Due to the high temps 
and the frocks being soiled with previous days blood, fat and particles of meat, numerious flys are using the frocks and the 
bin as a harboring nest. Discussed this with Mr. Kohn and representive who came at the time to retrieve the soiled 
garments. Mr. Kohn states that until the new building with the new procedure for soiled laundry is built and in place, that 
the employees will put each days dirty frocks in a plastic bag and tie it shut as to reduce the possibability of fly's layng eggs 
on the garments. Each day a new bag will be available for the employees. No product involved. Area cleaned. 

71812010 06DOI P 0006-2010-14732 I henrykohn 

Regs Cited:416.5(b),416.2(h)(2) 

While performing pre-operational sanitation inspection at 0715 and after the facilities were released by plant management, I 
discovered the following insanitary conditions. In the slaughter room area, I observed three paper towel dispensers without 
paper towels. In addition, I observed several plant employees wearing white lab coats with rips and deteriorating material. I 
immediately notified the Est. owner, H. Kohn, concerning these insanitary conditions. This non-compliance report serves as 
official notification that Est. 8850 is in violation of USDA, FSIS Regulations 9CFR 4l6.2(h)(2) and 4l6.5(b) that state: 
4l6.2(h)(2) Lavatories with running hot and cold water, soap, and towels, must be placed in or near toilet and urinal rooms 
and at such other places in the establishment as necessary to ensure cleanliness of all persons handling any product. 
416.5(b) Clothing. Aprons, frocks, and other outer clothing worn by persons who handle product must be of material that is 
disposable or readily cleaned. Clean garments must be worn at the start of each working day and garments must be changed 
during the day as often as necessary to prevent adulteration of product and the creation of insanitary conditions. 
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